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Abstract 

The construction of the SCARA robot simulation platform mainly used the robot operating 
system (ROS) based on Ubuntu and 3D visualization tool RViz. In this paper, firstly, the 
characteristics and basic components of ROS are introduced. Secondly, we utilized the 
URDF (Unified Robot Description Format) to build the robot model, and use RViz to 
display the 3D simulation model of palletizing robot. Then we designed and compiled the 
related nodes of the robot's motion control, configured the control and startup files, and 
completed the inverse kinematics and motion control of the robot on the SCARA robot 
simulation platform based on MoveIt and OMPL motion control library. 
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1. Introduction 

The robot simulation system is the product of multidisciplinary intersecting. With the help of computer 

tools, the simulation technology of the actual robot system is realized. With the help of the virtual 

prototyping platform, we verify the theoretical algorithm and data, and determine the dynamic process 

of the robot's ontology and working environment. With the robot manufacturing technology and the 

rapid development of computer technology, in order to avoid the emergency of actual robot prototype 

may result in the experimental process, to avoid damage to the prototype, reduce costs of software 

engineers and project work, accelerated the generation robot simulation system. With the development 

of robot function, the function of simulation system is more and more advanced. It provides virtual 

prototyping platform and visual operation platform for robot control and motion planning. Therefore, 

the platform of the robot simulation system is of great significance to the development of robot 

technology.  

2. Construction of SCARA robot simulation platform 

2.1 A basic introduction and composition to ROS 

ROS is the abbreviation of Robot Operating System. It was originally a robot project in Stanford 

University. Later it was developed by Willow Garage company. Now it is open source project 

maintained by OSRF (Open Source Robotics Foundation). 

ROS can package robots in a unified way (URDF model and robot driver), users only need to write 

applications in ROS, and do not care about the way of robot control. If all robots are used in this way, 

the robot will be used more widely (the requirements for the system integrator will be reduced). 

ROS and Android are open source and functionally different. They can provide hardware abstraction, 

bottom device control, common function implementation, inter process message and data packet 

management. It can support a variety of languages, such as C++, Python, Octave, and LISP. Because 
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it is a Linux based system, its reliability will be higher, the volume can be smaller, and it is suitable for 

embedded devices. 

ROS is a distributed processing framework, and developers can design executable files separately. 

The processes of different nodes can receive and publish various information (such as sensing, control, 

state, planning, and so on). 

ROS is an open source, meta - operating system for robots. It is not a real operation system, but it 

provides services for operation system applications, including hardware abstraction, bottom device 

control, implementation of commonly used functions, message transmission between processes, and 

package management. It also provides the tools and library functions needed for obtaining, compiling, 

writing, and running code across a computer. It mainly uses the loosely coupled point to point process 

network, and the main support is the Ubuntu system. 

ROS continues to develop, has shown many outstanding advantages, the most significant has four 

major advantages: first, the mechanism of ROS is loosely coupled, convenient robot software 

framework of the organization; second, ROS has the most abundant functions of the robot library and 

growing, convenient rapid prototyping; third, ROS data recording, analysis and simulation tool is very 

convenient, convenient debugging; fourth, ROS has gradually become academia and industry 

standards, to facilitate learning and exchange. 

More than 100 robots were officially supported by ROS in 2017. At present, many robotic company 

have adopted the ROS system to develop some products that are applied to the new market, such as 

ClearPath, Rethink, Unbounded, Neurala, Blue River, Big-i, the most typical is Willow Garage PR2 

robot. Investment institutions also gave great support to start-up companies. Only in 2015, related 

venture capital institutions invested more than 150 million dollars in robotic company based on ROS 

operation system. Nvidia, BOSCH, Qualcomm, Intel, BMW, and other major companies in DJI have 

also launched the ROS interface. 

ROS system architecture consists of computing graph level and open source community level of three 

levels for the file system level, which is the core of the calculation diagram level can be a "network" 

abstraction created for ROS, the network connecting all the processes, connected to each other through 

a theme or service and interaction between processes. The basic concepts in computing graph level 

include node, node manager, parameter server, message, topic, service and message record package. 

2.2 The establishment of a robot model in ROS 

2.1.1 The creation of URDF files 

The URDF file based on XML language can describe the location of the structure size, a robot and 

servo system and sensor layout based on accurate, also can basic attribute storage robot model the 

three-dimensional structure of shape, size, color and material quality, inertia, etc. You can also store 

the robot kinematics and dynamics model of the robot and collision checking other information. This 

document releases the coordinate transformation relationship of the robot through the 

robot_state_publisher node in ROS, so that the user can coordinate the coordinates of points, vectors 

and other data in two reference frames at any time. It can be used for robot trajectory planning and 

MoveIt. And so on, to realize the precise tracking of the position and posture of each part of the robot. 

In order to facilitate the establishment of the model, ROS provides a variety of ways for the 

compilation of model files. One is by other 3D modeling software, and then the URDF conversion, and 

then import ROS visualization of the implementation model for ROS Solidworks provides third party 

plug-in sw_urdf_exporter; there is a direct in ROS according to the XML grammar compiler, such as 

macro language Xacro. The first method is more intuitive, and automatically generates code through 

plug-in conversion, which is directly and conveniently imported. However, the model file is not 

textured, and is not suitable for parallel robots. The second method can reuse code, especially for dual 

arm robots, but the process of URDF file writing is relatively invisible and complex, and a large 

number of programs need to be written. Considering that the SCARA robot designed in this paper is a 
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single arm series structure, the URDF file package is compiled by using the sw_urdf_exporter plug-in 

of Solidworks, and its flow chart is shown in Fig.1. 

 
Since the closed chain structure is not supported when the URDF file is established in ROS, the 3D 

model should be simplified in the Solidworks before the URDF file is compiled. 

The kinematics of SCARA robot model in the previous chapter, the simplified model of SCARA robot 

is mainly composed of a connecting rod and a joint, as shown in Fig.2, the relationship between 

adjacent connecting rod connecting rod (Parent link), the father and son rod (Child link) the connection 

between called the joint (joint), each joint has reference the shaft, and each link has its own coordinate 

system, in order to facilitate the coordinate between sub pole coordinates with the parent link 

coordinate conversion, the people of each connecting rod coordinate system based on the linkage with 

the father as a child of the connecting rod joints. 

 

Fig. 2  The relationship between adjacent links 

 

Load the sw_urdf_exporter 

plug in Solidworks 

Drawing a simplified 

model of SCARA robot 

Setting the coordinate system and the reference axis in 

the URDF interface of Solidworks 

Set the joint limit 

Add a coordinate system 

and a rotating shaft 

Generating the package file 

Revising the content of the file 

Test under ROS 

Fig. 1  The URDF document preparation flow chart 
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Because of the design of the four DOF SCARA robot base and the waist is fixed by a bolt together, no 

relative motion between the two, so the simulation model is established in the waist and the base is 

simplified as a whole, so that the SCARA robot can be seen as consisting of 4 rods and 3 joint series, 

according to the sequence of adjacent relation and the connecting rod base, big arm, small arm, 

manipulator named base_link, link1, link2, gripper, as shown in Fig.3, the link between the joint 

named joint1, joint2, joint3, joint_gripper, the rotating shaft are named axis0, axis1, Axis2, 

axis_gripper, the third and fourth joint joint in the same vertical direction, respectively for the mobile 

manipulator and rotation, so joint3 and joint_gripper coincide, Axis2 and axis_gripper coincide. 

 

 
 

At the same time, in order to improve the SCARA robot simulation model in ROS loading and 

processing efficiency, should remove unnecessary motor, reducer, bolt and so on, only the necessary 

Fig. 4 Simplified model of SCARA robot 

 

Fig. 3  The SCARA robot parts 

 

b）link1 

c）link2 d）gripper 
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link and joint and the relative position of assembly relationship, to simplify the model as shown in 

fig.4. 

In the URDF file, the link parameter is defined by <link> and <link/>, including name, bar coordinate 

position and attitude, quality, color, shape and center of inertia; joint parameter is defined by <joint> 

and <joint/>, the control size including joint name, type, position, attitude coordinate joint the father 

and son tied, joint limit angle, maximum speed and force, by describing the link and joint parameters, 

to construct the framework of SCARA robot model in ROS. 

In Solidworks, the sw_urdf_exporter plug is used for the conversion of URDF files. In the first initial 

graphics exchange interface configuration, as shown in Fig.5, the definition of the parent link, sub link 

and joint name, set the reference coordinate system and the reference axis, and a connecting rod 

assembly contains the number of defined joint type, joint type contains four species: continuous joint, 

revolute joint (continuous joint) (rotating joint prismatic (joint), mobile fixed joint (joint) and fixed 

joint), were selected according to the different ways of each joint movement. 

After the initial information configuration is completed, the output of the file needs to be confirmed 

and supplemented for the parameters of each joint and connecting rod, as shown in Fig.6. First of all, 

the type of joint name recognition, manually set the position and direction of joint origin and 

coordinate direction, joint calibration limit, namely rotation range of each rotary joint (or mobile joint 

trip), angular velocity (or speed) range, set the physical properties (friction, damping); then add link 

parameters information, including initial position, inertia and quality, color, texture and material link 

information, collision etc.. 

 
 

When the parameters of the joint and connecting rod are set up, the URDF folder is generated. Finally, 

the URDF file function package (package) is imported into the ROS workspace, that is, importing the 

home/catkin_ws/src, or creating a new workspace directly. 

Do not number your paper: All manuscripts must be in English, also the table and figure texts, 

otherwise we cannot publish your paper. Please keep a second copy of your manuscript in your office. 

When receiving the paper, we assume that the corresponding authors grant us the copyright to use the 

paper for the book or journal in question. Should authors use tables or figures from other Publications, 

they must ask the corresponding publishers to grant them the right to publish this material in their paper. 

Use italic for emphasizing a word or phrase. Do not use boldface typing or capital letters except for 

section headings (cf. remarks on section headings, below).  

 

Fig. 5  Initial parameter configuration of URDF 
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2.1.2 Visualization of model 

ROS is the most commonly used visualization tools are rqt and Rviz, rqt is the integrated image 

interface, Rviz is a 3D visualization tool that integrates the robot state information, 3D data or 

two-dimensional map data, real-time capture robot state information, while providing a call to MoveIt! 

The interface of motion planning. The Rviz tool is an entity, does not have the simulation function, 

complete simulation function cannot really use directly, ROS provides three kinds of simulation 

environment for our simulator: turtlesim, arbotix, gazebo, turtlesim which is the development of a QT 

2D track display interface, it can only display the trajectory is arbotix; a differential drive robot Rviz 

simulator, of the robot motion and topic data for the 3D display; gazebo is the most complete 3D 

physical simulator, but it needs high hardware resource configuration. Therefore, this paper uses the 

arbotix simulation simulator and uses the Rviz visualization tool to visualize the model of the SCARA 

robot on the ROS platform. The first input in the ROS command line Teminal arbotix simulator 

installation command, right after installation, use the roslaunch command to start Rviz, a URDF file 

created on the loading, the results shown in Fig.7, the results can be seen joint information and robot 

node information release, node manager and parameter management for start working, Rviz run 

successfully. 

 
Fig.7 Operating results of URDF 

 

Fig. 6  Parameter configuration of joints and links 
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SCARA robot virtual simulation platform as shown in Fig.8, you can set the fixed coordinate system, 

the background color, coordinate angle, grid, robot model and operation status, coordinate 

transformation model of TF tree information in joint state publisher can be seen in the four joint range 

of motion, through the adjustment of each joint state can make SCARA to any one state. 

 

3. Robot motion control based on MoveIt 

In the above, we have completed the 3D display of the SCARA robot simulation platform. But in order 

to achieve the motion control of the robot, but also need the help of ROS MoveIt, ROS MoveIt is 

designed for mobile operating platform and the development of the ROS software package, which 

integrates the latest achievements of motion planning, 3D perception, kinematics, motion control and 

navigation field. In the overall architecture of ROS MoveIt, Move_group is the main API interface 

provided by MoveIt. The node as a core integrates all the independent components together, and 

provides users with ROS Action and Service interaction.  

There are three ways for users to use the services provided by Move_group: the C++ programming 

interface provided by the move_group_interface library, the Python programming interface provided 

by the moveit_commander library, the MoveIt Planning using the Planning plug-in of rviz, and GUI in 

the form of GUI. Among them, the first two are through different programming language interface 

allows the user to the end effector position constraint of the robot or a joint constraint configuration to 

a desired value, the simulation in third ways is more direct use of plug-ins for motion control and 

motion planning of robot programming in the visual environment. 

3.1  Configuring SRDF files 

The Move_group node from the ROS service to obtain the parameters of robot information includes 

three types: 1) robot model data of URDF expressed by XML; 2) (Semantic Robot SRDF robot 

semantic configuration Desciiption Format), the planning group, including robot pose, terminal 

controller, virtual joint and collision free measuring matrix ACM definition information; 3) the MoveIt 

parameter configuration, including joint limits, kinematics parameter, motion planning parameter 

information. In this paper, the MoveIt setting assistant is used to configure the parameters, and the 

URDF file created in the previous section is used to configure the information of the motion control 

parameters of the SCARA robot. Load SCARA robot URDF model in MoveIt Setup Assistant, create 

Fig. 8  The simulation platform of SCARA robot 
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collision avoidance matrix, add virtual joints, add robot planning group, define the preset posture of 

robot, set up end effector, and finally generate the configuration file, as shown in Fig.9. 

 

 

3.2 Robot motion control 

The most complex and most complex problem of robot motion control is the solution of inverse 

kinematics. In space, we describe the position and movement path of SCARA robot's end effector, and 

we need inverse kinematics resolver to solve the joint parameters. ROS provides a variety of motion 

planning algorithm library interfaces, the most commonly used is OMPL (Open Motion Planning 

Fig. 10 Motion control of SCARA robot 

 

Fig. 9  Generate configuration files of MoveIt 
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Library), it is an open source motion planning library, contains many areas of motion planning frontier 

algorithm. 

Enter the demo.launch command in the terminal command line, start MoveIt configuration file you 

created above, to enter the moveit-rviz interface, set in the display robot by location and movement 

trajectory visible, a motion OMPL algorithm in motion planning, visualization simulation interface in 

drag manipulator end effector to move the ball on to the specified location then, motion planning, 

through the inverse kinematics of SCARA robot movement along the trajectory to the specified 

location, the movement process as shown in fig.10. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have built the simulation platform of SCARA robot, which find the relationship 

between nodes, message and theme by analyzing the characteristics and the layer level ROS system, 

the robot joint state, coordinate transformation, collision detection, path planning, pick and place as the 

main topic, through the move_group and related topics to publish and subscribe, implementation robot 

motion control. Based on this principle, the robot model in Solidworks is simplified, only the necessary 

member and the relative position relationship, and completed the creation of URDF file, and then in the 

ROS system, RViz is used to implement the visualization of SCARA robot 3D simulation model, 

finally through the move_group node to control the movement of the robot is designed with the 

compiler, the configuration of the SRDF file, complete the inverse kinematics of the robot motion 

control in robot simulation platform on SCARA. 
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